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										Specialists in top of the line progressive lenses

										Upgrade starts at $56/pair

										
 View progressive packages 

								

								
								

								
										 Glasses under $25
											
												
													
														Our glasses start at prices below $25. This includes frame, lenses, lens coatings and accessories.													

												

											

										

|
											 PerfectFit
											
												
													
														Your frame will be pre-adjusted to you face. Our PerfectFit approach will ensure a great fitting frame.													

												

											

										

|
											 Multi-focal
											
												
													
														Progressive and bifocal lenses are favorably priced. In combination with our PerfectFit system we can guarantee multifocal lenses which are placed exactly correct for you.													

												

											

										

|
											 What is included
											
												
													
														All prices include the frame, 1.57 lenses, anti-scratch and anti-reflection coatings. Plus a nice case and accessories. A PerfectFit adjustment is standard as well.													

												

											

										

|
											 About us
											
												
													
														Visio-Rx is a boutique optical website. Not as large as the huge players in the online glasses arena. But with personal service, exclusive frames and unique features. We have been servicing our customers since 2012.													
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									Fashion and Style guaranteed
 
									Shop now 

							

							
							

							
								Mix & Match
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														SHOP THE LATEST													
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														AFFORDABLE SUNGLASSES													
												

											

									

								

							

							
							
								 EASY ORDERING 
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										1. Select Frame

										
											
												
													Start by browsing our frame gallery to find the perfect one for you.												
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										2. Select Lenses

										
											
												
													After selecting the frame, a lens wizard takes you through the lens selection.												
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										3. PerfectFit Images

										
											
												
													After completing the check-out, upload a couple of pictures. These are used in our PerfectFit process to ensure a perfect placement of the lenses and a pre-adjustment of the frame to your face.												
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										4. Delivery to your door

										
											
												
													Your completed glasses will be sent to you. Tracking information is provided.												

											

										

									


								 IT IS ALL VERY EASY
									
										
											
												Ordering your new glasses on line is easy and fun. Follow the simple steps, and receive your new pair of glasses at home.											

										

									

								

								 START NOW 
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										Why pay more for a quality pair?									

									
            Quality is paramount for your glasses          
 Our approach to quality 

							

							
							
																	 CHECK OUT OUR VIDEOS
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          Have you ever walked into a store to buy glasses with an excellent promotion, only to walk out having spent much, much more than you originally intended? This video depicts a few scenarios that may occur, along with an explanation as to why you wind up spending much more on your frame and lenses than planned.
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          Not all glasses are created equally. When you need glasses for sports use or for children, it is highly recommended to get glasses that have superb shatter resistance properties. Not all materials have these properties; watch the video to find out more.
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          Progressive lenses, also known as no-line bifocals, are multifocal lenses that don't have the obvious dividing line that bifocals and trifocals have. Progressive lenses are typically used by people over the age of 40, because around that age people notice that they need a little bit of extra power to be able to read more clearly. This video provides more details about progressive lenses.
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          Adnuo® Optimo lenses are ideal for people with plus prescriptions. These lenses are tailor-made to your prescription and chosen frame, at an extremely affordable price. Because the lenses are made specifically for you, they will wind up being the thinnest lens possible, eliminating bulging lenses and thick edges.

         

												
	 Can t get enough? Click here for more videos:

 View more > 
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            Problems seeing at night?          

									
            Anxious driving at night?          
 Solution: NightDrive Gold 
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            Everthing included          

									
            Unique PerfectFit™ process          
 Learn about PerfectFit™ 

							

							
							

							
								
									 WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING 

										
						
                            REOR CASNOVIA
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                        Lynne: Love my glasses, love the price!...
                        LynneLove my glasses, love the price!
					
	
						
                            EXESTO AGAVE
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                        Angus: Got them for Office + PC Computer.. and of the 3 choices for Progressive... now wished I had got the 3rd option as these are just a bit more restrictive looking slightly left and right (had ...
                        AngusGot them for Office + PC Computer.. and of the 3 choices for Progressive... now wished I had got the 3rd option as these are just a bit more restrictive looking slightly left and right (had expensive ones last time and no problem looking away from center.  But considering the price, cant complain and next time (1 year away) I will get the 3rd option which does allow less of a concentrated direct view.

Overall happy. :)
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View all reviews > 

							

							

							

							
							
								
									
										
											
                HARMFULL BLUE LIGHT              

											
												Digital screens are an integral part of our daily life. Blue light can be harmful though.											
 Learn about protection 
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									RECENT ARTICLES

										
												How to Select the Perfect Size Frame Online
Finding a frame that fits on the internet isn't always an easy task. A virtual mirror is very helpful in terms of deciding whether the frame looks good on your face or not, but if the fit isn't right... Well, that would be no good.

We've put together a little guide on how to pick a frame that will fit correctly on your face. Read on for helpful tips.... [more]
											
	
												PerfectFit™ 
One of the most common questions our customers have about purchasing eyewear online is how can they be sure their glasses will work for them; both in terms of frame fit and, most importantly, vertical lens placement.

And rightfully so. No one wants to wear glasses that constantly slide off, or worse, where the lenses are not positioned properly.... [more]
											
	
												Understanding Frame Sizes
Frames all have specific sizes. How do you know which size frames fit best on your face? Don’t worry, you probably have the information you need right at your fingertips. Well, once you take your glasses off, at least.

Most glasses have the size stamped right on the temple (the piece that goes behind your ear). If it’s not there, often it’s engraved behind the bridge of the glasses. Sometimes, you find numbers on both the bridge and on the temple.... [more]
											
	
												Lens Coatings
Lens coatings are important to get the optimal performance and life out of the lenses. Many companies charge top dollar for these coatings, and often the customer is discouraged from applying important protections to their lenses because of the price.

We believe it's very important that you get the best possible lenses in your glasses, which is why all our lenses come with our Cristiline® ArmorCoat Advanced coating package.... [more]
											
	
												Pupillary Distance (PD)
Pupillary distance, or PD, is the distance between your pupils when looking straight ahead. This is a necessary measurement for glasses to put the optical center of the lens right in front of your pupils, making the glasses comfortable and natural to wear.

During your normal eye exam you can ask your doctor to measure your PD and to provide it on your prescription. Once you obtain this measurement as an adult, it will never change.... [more]
											
	
												All About Our Sunglass Options
Shopping for new prescription sunglasses? We've got you covered! With lots of different sunglass lens options and 2000+ frame options, you will definitely find a great pair here.

We carry many different types of lenses for your new sunglasses. Below, we will give you a quick overview of the types. For more information, follow the link in the title to navigate to a page dedicated specifically to that type.... [more]
											
	
												How to Read Your Prescription
For ages now you’ve been squinting and straining to see clearly while you’re driving. Or maybe you have to hold your favorite newspaper further and further away in order to make the print come into proper focus.

You have finally made the decision to get glasses, but where do you start?... [more]
											

 MORE ARTICLES 

							

							
								 GLASSES ONLINE - EXPLORE 
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														Huge Progressive Lens Selection 
														
Learn More
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														Measure Your PD Online 
														
Learn More
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														Frames Pre-Adjusted to Your Face 
														
Learn More
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														All Coatings Included 
														
Learn More
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														Only $4.90 S&H Per Order! 
														
Learn More
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														Customer Service That Cares 
														
Learn More
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														Unique Nerdy Frames 
														
Learn More
													

												

											


								

							

							
							
							
								
									
										

											
    											BUY CONFIDENTLY.    										
	
    											
 No Quibble Guarantee
	
												
 Correct Lens Placement
	
                                            	
 SSL Encryption
	
                                            	
 CE Compliant


                                   	


      
												
													
														SECURE PAYMENTS															

															POWERED BY PAYPAL.													
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														RELIABLE SHIPPING															

															WITH TRACKING POSSIBILITY.													
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													Passion and specialism are second nature for us at Visio-Rx. This is not "just" an online optical shop, but rather a team of specialists on an eyewear mission.												

											

											
												
													An almost obsessive focus on enthusiastic service is what drives us; aiming for knowledgeable advice and great glasses - at wonderful prices to boot.												

											

											
												
													Visio-Rx takes buying eyewear online to an advanced level. Obviously, we want our customers to be satisfied, but rather we`d like for you to be in awe.												
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Virtual mirror

LOG IN
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Like most websites, Visio-Rx uses cookies to provide you with a good experience while visiting our website. Cookies enable you to use shopping carts and to personalize your experience on our site, tell us which parts of our websites people have visited, help us measure the effectiveness of ads and web searches, and give us insights into user behavior so we can improve our communications and products.

If you continue without changing these settings, you consent to this – but if you want, you can change your settings at any time by clicking Change Preferences below.






								

								
									
																			

								

								
								
								
								
								  

					
												